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We use coupled-cluster theory and nuclear interactions from chiral effective field theory to compute the
nuclear matrix element for the neutrinoless double-β decay of 48Ca. Benchmarks with the no-core shell
model in several light nuclei inform us about the accuracy of our approach. For 48Ca we find a relatively
small matrix element. We also compute the nuclear matrix element for the two-neutrino double-β decay of
48
Ca with a quenching factor deduced from two-body currents in recent ab initio calculation of the Ikeda
sum rule in 48Ca [Gysbers et al., Nat. Phys. 15, 428 (2019)].
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Introduction and main result.—Neutrinoless double-β
(0νββ) decay is a hypothesized electroweak process in
which a nucleus undergoes two simultaneous β decays but
emits no neutrinos [1]. The observation of this leptonnumber violating process would identify the neutrino as a
Majorana particle (i.e., as its own antiparticle) [2] and
provide insights into both the origin of neutrino mass [3,4]
and the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe [5].
Experimentalists are working intently to observe the decay
all over the world; current lower limits on the lifetime are
about 1026 y [6–8], and sensitivity will be improved by 2
orders of magnitude in the coming years.
Essential for planning and interpreting these experiments
are nuclear matrix elements (NMEs) that relate the decay
lifetime to the Majorana neutrino mass scale and other
measures of lepton-number violation. Unfortunately, these
matrix elements are not well known and cannot be
measured. Computations based on different models and
techniques lead to numbers that differ by factors of 3 to 5
(see Ref. [9] for a recent review). Compounding these
theoretical challenges is the recent discovery that, within
chiral effective field theory (EFT) [10–13], the standard
long-range 0νββ decay operator must be supplemented by
an equally important zero-range (contact) operator of
unknown strength [14]. Efforts to compute the strengths
of this contact term from quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
[15] and attempts to better understand its impact are
underway [16].
The task theorists face at present is to provide more
accurate computations of 0νββ NMEs, including those
associated with contact operators, and quantify their
0031-9007=21=126(18)=182502(8)

uncertainties. In this Letter, we employ the coupled-cluster
method to perform first-principle computations of the
matrix element that links the 0νββ lifetime of 48Ca with
the Majorana neutrino mass scale. Among the dozen or so
candidate nuclei for 0νββ decay experiments [17], 48Ca
stands out for its fairly simple structure, making it amenable for an accurate description based on chiral EFT and
state-of-the-art many-body methods [18]. By varying the
details of our calculations, we will estimate the uncertainty
of our prediction. To gauge the quality of our approach we
also compute the two-neutrino double-β decay of 48Ca and
compare with data. Our results will directly inform 0νββ
decay experiments that use 48Ca [19] and serve as an
important stepping stone towards the accurate prediction of
NMEs in 76Ge, 130Te, and 136Xe, which are candidate
isotopes of the next-generation 0νββ decay experiments.
Calculations in those nuclei presumably require larger
model spaces, inclusion of triaxial deformation, and symmetry projection.
Figure 1 shows several recent results for the NME
governing the 0νββ decay 48Ca → 48Ti and compares them
with those of this work. The coupled cluster results
obtained here, with both the CCSD and CCSDT-1 approximations (explained below), display uncertainties from
details of the computational approach. They are compared
to the very recent ab initio results from the in-medium
similarity group renormalization method with the generator
coordinator method (IMSRG þ GCM) [20], a realistic
shell-model (RSM) [21], the quasiparticle random phase
approximation (QRPA) [22], the interacting boson model
(IBM) [23], various energy-density functionals (EDF)
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the NME for the 0νββ decay of 48Ca,
calculated within various approaches (see text for details). The
coupled-cluster results use both the CCSD and CCSDT-1
approximations with both the spherical and deformed reference
states. For IMSRG þ GCM, the double bars show the effects of
uncertainty in model-space size; otherwise they show those of
uncertainty in short-range correlation functions.

[24,25], and several more phenomenological shell model
(SM) calculations. The latter either limit themselves to the
pf shell [26,27], include perturbative corrections from
outside of the pf shell [28], or are set in the sdpf shellmodel space [29]. We see that the ab initio results of this
work and of Ref. [20] are consistent with each other and
with the most recent work [30]. Our result in the CCSDT-1
approximation is 0.25 ≤ M0ν ≤ 0.75.
Method.—We employ the intrinsic Hamiltonian
 X
Xð ⃗pi − ⃗pj Þ2
ði;jÞ
ði;j;kÞ
H¼
V NNN :
þ V NN þ
2mA
i<j
i<j<k

ð1Þ

Here m is the nucleon mass, ⃗p is the momentum operator, A
ði;jÞ
ði;j;kÞ
is the mass number of the nucleus, and V NN and V NNN are
the nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (NNN) potentials, respectively. We employ the chiral potential 1.8=2.0
(EM) of Ref. [31]. Three-nucleon force contributions are
limited to those from matrix elements in the oscillator basis
with N 1 þ N 2 þ N 3 ≤ 16, where N i ¼ 2ni þ li are singleparticle energies. The oscillator basis has a frequency ℏΩ ¼
16 MeV and we find that working within a model space
with N i ¼ 10 is sufficient to produce converged results.
Following Refs. [32,33], we transform the Hamiltonian
from the spherical oscillator basis to a natural-orbital basis
by diagonalizing the one-body density matrix. We denote
the resulting reference state, i.e., the product state constructed from the A single-particle states with largest
occupation numbers, by jΦ0 i and the Hamiltonian that is
normal-ordered with respect to this nontrivial vacuum by
HN . We retain NNN forces at the normal-ordered two-body
level [34,35].
Coupled-cluster theory [36–42] is based on the similaritytransformed Hamiltonian, H̄N ¼ e−T̂ HN eT̂ . The cluster

operator T̂ is a sum of particle-hole (ph) excitations from
the reference jΦ0 i and commonly truncated at the twoparticle two-hole (2p-2h) or 3p-3h level. The amplitudes in
T̂ are chosen so that the reference state jΦ0 i becomes the
right ground state of H̄N . Because H̄N is non-Hermitian, the
left ground state is hΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂Þ, where Λ̂ is a deexcitation
operator with respect to the reference [41,42]. In this
Letter, we work at the leading-order approximation to
coupled cluster with singles-doubles-and-triples excitations
(CCSDT), known as CCSDT-1 [43,44]. To make the
computation feasible, we truncate the 3p − 3h amplitudes
by imposing a cut on the product of occupation probabilities na for three particles above the Fermi surface,
na nb nc ≥ E 3 , and for three holes below the Fermi surface,
ð1 − ni Þð1 − nj Þð1 − nk Þ ≥ E 3 . This truncation favors orbitals near the Fermi surface. The limits are large enough so
that all CCSDT-1 results presented below are stable against
changes in them.
We are interested in computing jM 0ν j2 ¼
hΨI jÔ†0ν jΨF ihΨF jÔ0ν jΨI i, where Ô0ν is the 0νββ operator
and ΨI and ΨF denote the ground states of the initial and
final nuclei, respectively. Within coupled-cluster theory, we
can structure the calculation in two ways. In a first
approach, we can use the right and left ground states of
48
Ca (jΦ0 i and hΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂Þ, respectively) to compute
jM0ν j2 ¼ hΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂ÞO† 0ν R̂jΦ0 ihΦ0 jL̂O0ν jΦ0 i: ð2Þ
In this case, we use equation-of-motion coupled-cluster
(EOM-CC) techniques [41,45–50] to represent the right
and left 48Ti ground states (denoted by R̂jΦ0 i and hΦ0 jL̂,
respectively) by generalized excited states of 48Ca with two
more protons and two less neutrons [51,52]. Here, we also
work in the CCSDT-1 approximation. In Eq. (2) O0ν ≡
e−T̂ Ô0ν eT̂ is the similarity-transformed 0νββ operator.
In an alternative approach, we can decouple the ground
state of the final nucleus, i.e., take jΦ0 i as a reference right
ground state for 48Ti [with hΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂Þ its left ground
state], and target the initial nucleus 48Ca with EOM-CC.
This procedure leads to the expression
jM 0ν j2 ¼ hΦ0 jL̂O† 0ν jΦ0 ihΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂ÞO0ν R̂jΦ0 i;

ð3Þ

where the 48Ca right and left ground states (R̂jΦ0 i and
hΦ0 jL̂, respectively) are represented by generalized excited
states of 48Ti. Because the two approaches are identical
only when the cluster operators are not truncated, the
difference between them is a measure of the truncation
effects. As the ground state of 48Ca is spherical, the first
procedure allows us to exploit rotational symmetry. By
contrast, starting from 48Ti introduces a deformed (though
axially symmetric) reference state, which accurately
reflects the nontrivial vacuum properties and captures static
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correlations that would be many-particle–many-hole excitations in the spherical scheme [53]. It comes at the expense
of breaking rotational invariance, which eventually could
be restored with symmetry restoration techniques [54–56].
In chiral EFT, the 0νββ operator is organized into a
systematically improvable expansion similarly to the
nuclear forces [57]. The lowest-order contributions to the
0νββ operator are a long-range Majorana neutrino potential
that can be divided into three components, Gamow-Teller
(GT), Fermi (F), and tensor (T), that contain different
combinations of spin operators, with Ô0ν ¼ ÔGT
0ν þ
ÔF0ν þ ÔT0ν . The corresponding two-body matrix elements,
as is conventional, are taken from Ref. [58], which adds
form factors to the leading and next-to-leading operators.
We use the closure approximation (which is sufficiently
accurate [26]), with closure energies Ecl ¼ 5 MeV for all
benchmarks in light nuclei and 7.72 MeV for the
decay 48Ca → 48Ti.
The NME for the 2νββ is similar to the 0νββ case except
the two-body operator is replaced by a double application
of the one-body Gamow-Teller operator, στ− [59], with an
explicit summation over the intermediate 1þ states between
them,


− þ
þ
− þ 2
X h0þ
F jστ j1μ ih1μ jστ j0I i

jM j ¼  μ
:
ΔE þ ðE − E Þ=2 
2ν 2

μ

I

ð4Þ

F

The denominator consists of the excitation energy of the
intermediate states with respect to the initial ground state,
ΔEμ ¼ Eμ − EI , and the energy difference between the
initial and final states, EI − EF (see Supplemental Material
[60] and Refs. [73,74] for more details). The direct
computation of the matrix element (4) would require
several tens of states in the intermediate nucleus and
several hundred Lanczos iterations, making it unfeasible
in our large model space.
We note that the Green’s function at the center of this
matrix element can be computed efficiently using the
Lanczos (continued fraction) method starting from a 1þ
pivot state [75–79]. We generate Lanczos coefficients
(ai , bi and ai ; bi ) from a nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm
using the 1þ subspace of H̄ N and rewrite Eq. (4) as a
continued fraction [75]. This computation typically
requires about 10–20 Lanczos iterations. With the similarity-transformed operator, O ¼ στ− , and the pivot states
hνF j ¼ hΦ0 jLO, jνI i ¼ OjΦ0 i, hνI j ¼ hΦ0 jð1 þ Λ̂ÞO† , and
jνF i ¼ O† RjΦ0 i, the NME becomes
jM2ν j2 ¼

hνF jνI i
F
−
a0 þ EI −E
2

hνI jνF i
b20

a1 þ a0

matrix elements in light nuclei. Although the 0νββ decay of
these isotopes are energetically forbidden or would be
swamped by successive single-β decays in an experiment,
the benchmarks still have theoretical value. Figure 2 shows
the 0νββ matrix elements of the GT, F, and T operators for
the transitions 6He → 6Be, 8He → 8Be, 10He → 10Be,
14
C → 14O, and 22O → 22Ne. The coupled-cluster results
are shown in pairs, with both the initial and final state as the

ðb Þ2

0
F
þ EI −E
− a þ
2

:

ð5Þ

1

Benchmarks.—To gauge the quality of our coupledcluster computations we benchmark with the more exact
no-core shell model (NCSM) [80–82] by computing 0νββ

FIG. 2. Comparison of the 0νββ NME in several light nuclei
computed with the coupled cluster method and the no-core shell
model. The first two columns correspond to different choices for
the coupled-cluster reference state, and results from the CCSD
and CCSDT-1 approximations are shown in each. The error bars
indicate the uncertainties coming from variations with modelspace size. Each case utilizes the 1.8=2.0 (EM) interaction except
for 22O → 22Ne which disregards the three-nucleon forces to more
rapidly converge the NCSM results.
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reference. For each pair, the first (second) point shows the
CCSD (CCSDT-1) approximation; these two points are
connected by dotted lines. The vertical error bars indicate
the change of the matrix element as the model space is
increased from N max ¼ 8 to N max ¼ 10. The NCSM results
are shown in the third column, and their error bars indicate
uncertainties from extrapolation to infinite model spaces.
The shaded bands are simply to facilitate comparison.
The NMEs in the mirror-symmetric cases 6He → 6Be and
14
C → 14O depend very little (within about 1%) on the
choice of the initial or final nucleus as the reference state, a
result that is consistent with the weak charge-symmetry
breaking of the chiral interaction. For the A ¼ 14 transition
between doubly closed-shell nuclei, coupled-cluster theory
and NCSM results agree within about 3%. The small
contributions of triples correlations (< 10%) suggest that
these results are accurate. The results are of similar quality
for 6He → 6Be, even though these nuclei are only semimagic. The case of 10He → 10Be is slightly more challenging, with a doubly closed-shell initial nucleus and a
partially closed-shell final nucleus. Comparing our results
for 6He → 6Be with other works is complicated by the lack
of renormalization-group invariance. However, Cirigliano
et al. [16] and Pastore et al. [83] found absolute values that
are similar to ours using a harder interaction, and Basili
et al. [84] also agrees with our results (apart from an
arbitrary sign), although they did not include three-nucleon
forces.
The cases of 8He → 8Be and 22O → 22Ne are more
challenging still, because the final nuclei are truly openshell systems. Adding triples correlations to the spherical
results induces a ∼50% change in the first case and worsens
the agreement with NCSM in the second, suggesting the
need for more particle-hole excitations. Once again, however, using the deformed final state as the reference leads to
results that are both consistent with the NCSM and
converged at the CCSDT-1 level. Thus, the coupled-cluster
results are more accurate when the open-shell (or
deformed) nucleus is taken as the reference, and they agree
within smaller model-space uncertainties with the NCSM
benchmarks.
The benchmark calculations suggest that the two
approaches (with a spherical 48Ca or a deformed 48Ti as
the reference state) allow us to bracket the NME. The result
from the first approach exceeds the exact NME because the
imposition of spherical symmetry increases the overlap of
the initial and final wave functions. The second result
underestimates the exact NME, probably because the
deformations of the initial and final states are quite different. Generator-coordinate methods [85] might have an
advantage here, and we expect that symmetry projection
would make the results more accurate.
Unfortunately, we are not able to extend the benchmarks
to heavier nuclei. Benchmarks with the traditional shell
model are complicated because coupled-cluster theory in its

singles, doubles, and triples approximation does not accurately capture the strong correlations in small shell-model
spaces [86]; see Supplemental Material [60] for more
details.
Although the coupling strength of the leading-order
contact potential in the 0νββ operator is unknown [14–
16], we attempt to estimate its effect by applying the
coupled-cluster methods discussed above with the addition
ð2Þ
of a contact term, V c ðr12 Þ ¼ 2π 2 gδðr12 Þτð1Þ
− τ− , to the
operator, Ô0ν . Using a coupling strength of g ¼ 1 fm2
results in a NME of 0.15 ≤ M 0ν ≤ 1.02 (see Supplemental
Material [60] for details).
Two-neutrino double-β decay of 48Ca.—The 2νββ decay
of 48Ca was accurately predicted by Caurier et al. [87]
before its observation [88–90]. Subsequent authors studied
this decay further [91–93], and evaluations can be found in
Refs. [17,94]. We compute the matrix element for the 2νββ
decay of 48Ca with the 1.8=2.0 (EM) interaction and the
Lanczos continued fraction method. We employ a spherical
48
Ca natural-orbital basis and converge our results with
respect to N max and the number of 3p-3h configurations
included in the wave functions of 48Ca, 48Ti, and the
intermediate nucleus 48Sc. The results are also converged
with respect to the number of Lanczos iterations used in the
continued fraction (5). We note that the 2νββ calculations
can only be performed in the spherical scheme since we
sum over intermediate states with definite spin.
Figure 3 shows the NME for the 2νββ decay of 48Ca,
computed in the CCSDT-1 approximation, as a function the
energy difference, EI − EF , with different curves representing both the N max convergence and E 3 convergence of 48Sc.
The converged result, M2ν ¼ 0.065  0.002, is at the
intersection with the theoretical energy difference between
the ground-state energies of 48Ca and 48Ti computed from

FIG. 3. The NME for the 2νββ decay 48Ca → 48Ti computed
with the 1.8=2.0 (EM) interaction as a function of the energy
difference, EI − EF , and the 3p − 3h truncation used to calculate
48
Sc, E 3 , at N max ¼ 10. The results for N max ¼ 6, 8 are also
shown. The experimental NME and energy difference are shown
along with the computed energy difference and NME, with and
without a quenching factor of 0.812 deduced from two-body
currents [95].
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the corresponding reference states, ðEI − EF Þ=2 ¼
1.32 MeV. Given that E is equivalent to the negative
binding energy, E ¼ −BE, this is consistent with the
experimental difference, ½BEð48TiÞ − BEð48CaÞ=2 ¼
1.35 MeV. The uncertainty in our result represents the
error from the different convergence criteria. These results
are sensitive to the energy of the first 1þ state in 48Sc. Our
value of ΔEμ¼0 ¼ 2.93 MeV is close to the correspondþ
ing experimental value of BEð48CaÞ − BEð48 Sc1μ¼0 Þ ¼
3.02 MeV, and the NME gets reduced by about 2% if
one uses the experimental datum instead. The comparison
of the values in Eq. (4) to experiment are detailed in the
Supplemental Material [60].
We multiply our matrix element with the quenching
factor q2 ¼ 0.812 deduced from two-body currents in a
recent coupled-cluster computation of the Ikeda sum rule in
48
Ca [95] which includes all final 1þ states in 48Sc and is
similar to Eq. (4). We obtain q2 M2ν ¼ 0.042  0.001,
which is somewhat larger than the experimental value of
M2ν ¼ 0.035  0.003 [94,96]. This is most likely due to
our inability to accurately describe the deformed nature of
48
Ti. In a future work we will investigate the role of
momentum dependent two-body currents on this decay. We
note that the quenching factor from the Ikeda sum-rule
weights all 1þ states equally (as there is no energy
denominator) and is somewhat larger than the phenomenological value of q2 ¼ 0.742 [97]. We verified our
methods by performing two 2νββ benchmarks, of 48Ca
in the pf shell and of 14C in a full no-core model space,
which are shown in the Supplemental Material [60]. The
former is compared with exact diagonalization, and the
latter with the NCSM.
Conclusions.—Using interactions from chiral EFT and
the coupled-cluster method, we computed the nuclear
matrix elements for 0νββ-decay of 48Ca → 48Ti and found
a relatively small value. The uncertainties stem from the
treatment of nuclear deformation and are supported by
extensive benchmarks. We also calculated the 2νββ-decay
of 48Ca → 48Ti and included the ab initio quenching factor
from two-body currents of the Ikeda sum rule in 48Ca.
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